Instructions for Five Foot Diameter Aviary
1. Stand door panel in upright position.
2. Next, attach one wire panel to the door panel by placing its male hinges into the female hinges on door
panel. This will be to the right of door panel if facing door panel from the inside.
3. Working clockwise attach all remaining wire panels in the same manner.
4. Attach 1 inch x 3 inch metal tabs to the ends of the angled roof support bar using one each of the small
screws in the center holes.
5. Attach the small circular plate to the pinnacle of the angled bar using one of the small screws. Pass the
screw through the bent tab and into the threaded hole in the bar. This will support the roof tips.
6. Attach Roof Support Bar Assembly to any two panels at the top inside of selected panels using two
small screws on each end.
7. Attach a roof pie section to the door panel on the top outside of the tubing (single screw hole side)
using one short screw. Someone will need to be inside the cage on a step ladder to hold the roof tips
stable until secured.
8. Working counter-clockwise, attach the other 5 roof panels in the same manner, making sure that each
panel’s groove side fits over the previous sections’ flange side.
9. Hold the small six-sided shaped metal plate over the opening at the pinnacle of the attached roof
panels.
10. Then, place the long thick screw up from the bottom through the bar and both plates and into the
ornamental sphere. Simply screw the ball to tighten the entire assembly. To assemble without the
sphere, simply place the screw from the top down and use nut to tighten.
11. Indoor Floor Kit – Screw in casters into metal threaded sockets located on bottom of legs.
12. Attach the hexagon grate halves to each other using the welded hinges. Then lower it onto the
lowermost set of hinges on the inside of cage panels.
13. The debris trays may be placed either on top of the grate; or, they may be placed on the floor directly
beneath the grate. They will function either way depending solely on preference.
Note:
Our Powder Coat colors have been coordinated with Rust-O-Leum Gloss Enamel. It is available at
most any local hardware or home improvement store. It is non toxic, and provides a tough enamel
finish for you to use as convenient touch up as needed. Below is the color equivalences listed on the
cans of spray paint.
Black Jewel = Gloss Black
Autumn Patina = Leather Brown

Ther is just one bar. Attach the tabs to the end of the bar and then attach to any
of the two holes at the top of each wire panel after you have connected them.
Then, attach the small plate to the pinnacle of the angled bar. This will support
the roof tips . Then attach each roof pie section panel one at a time. Someone
will need to stand inside to monitor the roof tips during this process to keep them
from falling.
Then, place the crinkled top plate on top of the roof and then place the long
thick screw up from the bottom throught the bar and both plate and into the
ornamental sphere. Simply screw the ball to tighten the entire assembly.

